NEXT GENERATION
ROUTE TO MARKET
IT PLATFORM
Cloud-based platform solutions for complex CPG markets

PART 1

Route to Market needs New IT Capabilities
to Scale & Grow
In response to disruptive business models of “born-in-the new” companies, global
consumer packaged goods (CPG) players are increasingly digitizing their Route to
Market (RTM) capabilities. Many of these companies have adopted distribution
management systems (DMS), salesforce automation (SFA), retailer ordering apps,
and digital merchandising and audit tools as RTM solutions to improve distribution
efficiency and reduce costs1.
However, CPG companies facing complex multi-brand distribution environments in their most
promising market—the APAC region—struggle to optimize their distribution operations with these
RTM solutions.
This paper describes how the obstacles to scale and growth in the current digital RTM solutions
in emerging markets can be addressed with a Next Generation RTM platform solution.
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Non-standardized and
localized solutions

CPG companies create country-specific (or market
archetype-specific2) changes to their digital RTM
solutions so that they can use these systems as
the backbone for commercial transactions while
maintaining some standardization overall to meet
varying RTM needs in each of their markets.
These localized solutions inhibit the integration of
cross-market learnings as well as the use of shared
capabilities like data analytics andtargeted frontline
training programs.
Then there are maintenance requirements and
software upgrades that companies must keep up
with. Not surprisingly, many CPGs end up with siloed,
fragmented and sub-optimal solutions. CPGs need a
single platform-based solution to manage different
RTM models and brands that can support multiple
tenants and different market archetypes, while
allowing for customization for users.
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A next generation multi-tenant,
multi-principle RTM platform creates
a standardized workflow and provides
CPG companies an integrated view

of their business, regardless of
local market needs. As the backend
remains the same across brands, the
platform enables quicker upgrades.

Archetypes: Winning in a Geographically Diverse and Digital World, Accenture, 2014
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A compatible distribution platform
for different brands would help
distributors leverage existing

operations, investments and
resources (such as warehousing,

transportation and salesforce) across
multiple brands and manufacturers
seamlessley, bringing in scale and

scope economies.

Sub-Optimal
Distributor Operations

DMS and SFA systems help distributors run
their operations — track salespersons, optimize
their routes, streamline orders and fulfilment
and gather real time data. However, these
systems pose challenges to large distributors
who simultaneously manage several brands
from different non-competing CPG companies.
As mentioned earlier, multiple systems imply
complex processes and duplicated workflows
that slow down the business.
In addition, the software or version compatibility
and maintenance requirements consume time.
These obstacles tend to discourage distributors
from adopting DMS or SFA to maximize the
value of their businesses. Many continue, for
example, with fixed routes because their focus
has traditionally been on keeping costs low.
This kind of dedicated trucking, route-planning
and transportation management of individual
brands results in poor fleet utilization. Overall,
distributors need to optimize their operations,
including sales and delivery across brands rather
than managing them individually.
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RTM platform solutions
improve decision making,
drive faster responses
from brands while
protecting confidentiality
of each company’s data
such as outlet details
and order information.
CPG companies with such solutions have
reaped major efficiency and productivity
gains. For example, a global leader in home
and personal care products implemented
a single RTM solution across 35 countries in
emerging markets, achieving positive results
in both effectiveness (coverage, assortment,
perfect store compliance) and efficiency
of sales (including promotion spends and
technology investments). Similarly, many
other CPG companies with next generation
RTM platforms have experienced significant
outcomes in terms of efficiency, scalability
and innovation (Figure 1).

Figure 1

Shared Cloud-based Multi-Principal Platform
Benefits Delivered Across the Value Chain
SCALABILITY

+75%

Quicker store opening for
an Indian furniture company

BETTER SERVICE
SUPPORT

+25%

Customer satisfaction using
automation for an office
products company

INNOVATION

+48%

rise in volumes utilizing customer
data for insights for a global
alco-beverage company

INCREASED
SPEED

+15%

leads conversion for an
Indian tyre manufacture

EASY ONBOARDING
OF CUSTOMERS

15,000
Customers onboarded in just
three months for a global spices
and condiments company

QUICKER
UPDATES

+30%
productivity of technical
department for a global
beverage company
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Market Credit Bottlenecks

Distributors tend to have their working capital
locked up with tiny stores that depend on
them for retail stock funding, mostly driven by
promotions. Further, given the preponderance of
cash transactions in traditional RTM, true cash
collection expenses, the cash conversion cycle
and the distributor market credit risk are high.
Here, new age credit solutions will help
distributors have access to the complete retailer/
wholesaler history of invoices, payments, and
top outstanding accounts. Such data could
enable them to make strategic decisions on
collection. Fin-tech credit could also find this
data useful for assessing credit worthiness of
retailers. Distributors could, therefore, work
with non-bank financial companies (NBFCs)
and fin-tech companies in the payment market
by collateralizing their transaction records of
outlet purchases.

With a next generation RTM platform
solution, distributors will be able to
integrate with third party agencies like
fintech credit companies. This would
result in higher credit availability and
disbursement to small retailers while
lowering distributor market credit risks.
As spending potential of the small retailers
with the CPG distributor expands so would
the retail throughput with increased outlet
inventory and improved assortments.
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Lack of Direct
Consumer Connect

As consumers increasingly move towards ecommerce
purchases, CPG companies need to think beyond
traditional sales and service channels. They need
to create B2B ecommerce portals and get ready to
cater to the B2C markets.
Siloed distribution systems cannot help companies
build or manage ecommerce capabilities for efficient
order management whereas a platform solution
integrated with the existing ERP systems of a
company would allow automatic visibility of real-time
order placements. It would also provide updates of
pricing and discounts to the CPG company.
A platform enables companies to customize product
offerings to regions, allowing for more personalized
experience for end-consumers. These could include
“Click to Collect” initiatives that make it possible for
customers to order online but pick up their order from
a store nearby.
A platform solution would thus help the distributors and
the traditional RTM stay relevant in an increasingly
ecommerce and experiential environment. (See Figure 2)

Figure 2

The Potential Benefit for Distributors
From a B2B eCommerce Platform
SPEED TO MARKET

FTE UTILIZATION

2%-3%

50%-60%

reduced response time

due to automation

PRODUCTIVITY

TECHNOLOGY

higher revenue with

reduction in manpower costs

4%-5%

50%-60%

improved lead conversions

Web services and content management

higher revenue with

UP-SELL/CROSS-SELL

reduction in technology cost for

WORKING CAPITAL

1%-2%

20%-30%

volume of transactions and
larger average order size

due to the improvement in receivables
and inventory turns

higher revenue from larger

reduction in working capital cost
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A leading ready-to-drink beverage brand, for
example, wanted an e-commerce capability which
in addition to their email and phone-based ordering
programs could help them serve their business
buyers anywhere and at any time. Accenture

created a self-service platform for company’s
salesforce with responsive mobile ecommerce
facilities. The platform helped increased
mobile order volume by 300 percent and
improved operational efficiency.
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PART 2

Accenture NewsPage on SAP Cloud Platform
A Next Generation Global Platform Solution for Complex Markets
Accenture NewsPage on SAP Cloud Platform (SCP) created by Accenture and SAP is an
integrated distributor management and sales automation system supporting all sales
channels and delivery models, in all geographical locations. It can link up with most
legacy and SAP systems, making it possible for CPG companies to manage all sales
and distribution processes on a single global platform.
As an end-to-end platform designed specifically for fast-growth markets of the ASEAN, China, India and
Africa, Accenture NewsPage on SCP, supports distributors with multiple tenants and principles, allowing
for easier DMS updates and upgrades It enables CPG companies to leverage advanced technology (IoT,
analytics, AI, and Machine Learning) to optimize existing RTM functionalities and build an environment
for open collaboration between all RTM entities.

How it Works
Accenture NewsPage on SCP
leverages its strong Digital RTM
capabilities to enable seamless
integration between the SAP system
and the Accenture Newspage.
The solution enables collaboration
as multiple teams can view a single
version of truth across the entire
value chain, resulting in efficient
transactions between all participants.
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Cloud solution and seamless
integration with SAP
Accenture NewsPage on SCP is based on an
SAP Cloud Platform and the SAP HANA service
to help companies manage the growing volume
of data and business processes and generate
insights in real time. It creates a single source
of customer data, with machine learning and
microservices that power real-time sales
execution. As it can also easily integrate with
SAP Leonardo Suite, the platform would enable
companies to use advanced technologies
such as IoT and Block Chain to differentiate
themselves in a highly competitive market
with innovative business models or processes.

Driven by Analytics

Multi-principal support

It creates a common data repository and allows
real-time visibility across tenants, helping
them run an efficient order to cash operation
and inventory management. This enhances
end-to-end supply chain visibility and planning.
Accenture NewsPage on SCP will enable
performance dashboards, predictive analytics
and prescriptive next best actions across
the organization and to drive increased
market performance.

Accenture NewsPage on SCP supports several
principles, helping distributors to work across
brands, manufacturers and customers to
create the most out of the business. The
multi-principal system architecture will enable
the distributor to leverage features such as
shared transportation, B2B online sales and
payments and will power retailer audits,
stock management, trade spend and route
optimization, e-learning features to make it
possible for the field force to upskill on the go.
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With next-generation route-to-market capabilities driven by
Accenture NewsPage on SAP cloud platform, CPG companies
can expect to get a better view of demand signals and
integrate these with the secondary supply chain signals.
Companies will be able to streamline inventory and sales
processes for higher productivity and use reliable data on
secondary sales to plan for growth.

The result: Higher speed to market,
improved sales productivity and
analytical insights for decision making.
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Getting Started is
Easier Than You Think
CPG companies and their distributors need a single interoperable interface such as an end-to-end
platform solution to manage the complexities of emerging markets. They must be able to operate
efficiently in an ecosystem, capture new consumption in both traditional trade and in complex
multi-layered markets, and even participate in areas such as retail credit and digital payments.
Piece meal attempts at digitizing the RTM with separate DMS and SFA systems may limit agility
and growth as distributors juggle brands and logistical issues.

CPG companies, by adopting the next generation RTM
platform, Accenture NewsPage on SAP cloud platform,
can solve simultaneously for maximizing profitable growth
and simplifying their technology investments for sales.
Or risk becoming irrelevant in the experience economy.
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ABOUT ACCENTURE
Accenture is a leading global professional services company, providing a broad range of services and
solutions in strategy, consulting, digital, technology and operations. Combining unmatched experience
and specialized skills across more than 40 industries and all business functions—underpinned by the
world’s largest delivery network—Accenture works at the intersection of business and technology to help
clients improve their performance and create sustainable value for their stakeholders. With 509,000
people serving clients in more than 120 countries, Accenture drives innovation to improve the way the
world works and lives. Visit us at www.accenture.com.
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